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Abstract 
Multiservice SDH/SONET (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy I Synchronous Optical 
Network) Optical networks design using ring-based architecture is preferred in practice because 
of its simplicity, and fast rerouting and restoration capability. The cost of such networks is 
dominated by the equipment (known as multiservice switches) cost rather than the cost of fiber 
rings. A number of multiservice switches are deployed on the access rings for native service 
delivery and few others on the federal rings for interconnecting access rings. In a typical real 
network scenario, usually there would be more than one option of interconnecting the access 
rings, depending on the number of Optical and equipment interface constraints. Because low-cost 
designs of optical networks are of immense benefits to all the stake holders in 
telecommunications, a network configuration with the minimum number of interconnected rings, 
which does not violate the set of given constraints requirements, is considered an optimum 
solution. 
This study investigates the problem of ring-node assignment III a Multiservice 
SDH/SONET Optical network design with constraints in capacity and differential delay. 
The problem is characterized as a graph-partitioning problem, and a heuristic algorithm 
based on constraints programming satisfaction technology is proposed. The algorithm is tested in 
OPNET simulation environment using different network models derived from a hypothetical case 
study of an optical network design for Bellville area in Cape Town. Data are collected for 
analysis from the simulation, and the number and the capacity of nodes and rings, together with 
traffic delay values are the control variables under investigation. 
Simulation results for the different network model under uniform and non-uniform traffic 
demands are reported. The algorithm is able to retum a solution with a performance measure that 
is close to optimal. 
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The strength of this technique lies in its ability to handle optical constraints more 
efficiently, and for this reason, it is considered a suitable alternative for applications that require 
computationally less intensive search algorithm. 
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Glossary 
A-D 
Access ring: This is a portion of communication networks of ring topology that interconnect 
users to the core network and receives multiple types of services (such as IPTV, IP Telephony, 
and multimedia and Internet web access). 
ADM: This is a device installed at an intennediate point on a transmission line that enables new 
signal to come in and existing signal to go out. 
BLSR: Bidirectional line switched ring is a method of SDH transport in which half of the 
\vorking network is sent counterclockwise over one fiber and the other half is sent clockwise over 
another fiber. 
CIR: Committed lnfonnation Rate is a minimum Frame-relay network bandwidth guaranteed 
between two sets oftenninal equipment connected via PVC (Private Virtual Circuit). 
co: Central Office is a local switching facility of Telephone Company to which telephones are 
connected. 
DXC: Digital Cross Connect is an electronic cross-connect system that has access to lower-rate 
channels in higher-rate multiplexed signals as well as the capability to electronically rearrange 
( cross-connect) those channels. 
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E-H 
GFP: Generic Framing Procedure is an ITU-T G 7041 standard that allows mapping of variable 
length, higher layer client signals over a transport SONET/SDH network and their likes. 
Grooming: The method of consolidating or segregating traffic for efficiency 
/-L 
IP: Internet Protocol provides for the transmission of datagrams from a source to a destination. 
The source and destination are hosts identified by fixed-length IP addresses. 
ITU-T: (The International Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications). An international 
body associated with telecommunications standardization 
M-P 
MTU: Multi-Tenant Unit is a building with multiple offices or apartment. MTU are more 
economical to target for installing DSL and other media Message Service, a method of 
transmitting graphics, video clips, and sound from broadband link than single-occupancy offices 
or houses. 
axe: Optical Cross Connect is a device that can move optical signals between different optical 
fibers, without the need for conversion to electrical signal. 
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Q-T 
QoS: Quality of Service is the idea that transmission rates, error rates, and other characteristics 
of a network can be measured, improved, and, to some extent, guaranteed in advance. Classes of 
services used by carriers to service providers to guarantee delivery of traffic as per a service level 
agreement. 
SLA: Service Level Agreement is a contractual agreement between a service provider and a 
subscriber specifying the QoS parameters that the subscriber can expect to receive. 
SDH: (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy). The ITU-T defined world standard of transmission 
whose base transmission level is 52 Mbps (STM-O) and is equivalent to SONET's STS-l or OC-
I transmission rate. 
SONET: (Synchronous Optical Network). This is a standard for optical transport that defines 
optical carrier levels and their electrically equivalent Synchronous Transport Signals (STS). 
STM: (Synchronous Transport Module). An element of the SDH transmission hierarchy; STM-l 
is SDH's base-level transmission rate equal to 155 Mbps; higher rates of STM-4, stm-16, and 
STM-48 are also defined. 
TDM: (Time Division Multiplexing). A method for transmitting multiple calls over a single line; 
each call is assigned a recurring time slot on the line, and a small portion of that call gets 
transmitted over the line each time its assigned time slot available. 
u-z 
UPSR: (Unidirectional path-switched ring). This is a method of providing redundancy for fiber-
optic lines on a SDH ring. The SDH ring consists of two fiber-optic lines, each carrying the same 
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traffic, but transmitting it in opposite directions around the ring. If one line fails, the backup line 
is already carrying the same traffic. 
VCAT: This is an inverse mUltiplexing technique used to split SDH bandwidth into logical 
groups, which may be transported or routed independently. 
VoIP: Voice over IP is the two-way transmission of voice information over a packet-switched 
TCP/IP network. (This is also known as "IP telephony".) 
VPN: A virtual private network is a private data network that makes use of the public 
telecommunication infrastructure; maintain privacy through the use of tunneling protocol and 
security procedures. 
WDM: (Wavelength- Division Multiplexing). (1) A technique of fiber-optic transmission for 
using multiple light wavelengths (colour) to send data over the same medium. (2) Two or more 
colours of light on one fiber. (3) Simultaneous transmission of several signals in an optical 
waveguide at differing wavelengths. 
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Introduction 
Multiservice provisioning platform (MSPP) is a leading-edge technology that re-
engineered the legacy Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) optical networks to 
address the demand for the transmission of numerous new services; mostly IP-based, 
such as voice over IP, VPN, video conferencing, IP television, and online gaming, and 
many more. With the new capability and functionality, the old Time Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) based SDH networks, now referred to as next generation SDH is a 
promising transmission technology. 
In network designs using this technology, ring architecture is more favoured for 
its offer of very fast restoration capabilities in the event of a single network node failure. 
The building block for ring architecture is the MSPP. Multiple MSPP located at sparsely 
distributed customer sites can be daisy-chained to form access ring for either bi-
directional or unidirectional traffic flow. MSPP of greater switching capacity otherwise 
known as MSSP (Multiservice Switching Platform), interconnect a number of access 
rings to the backbone ring. Moreover, the design of backbone ring requires that the 
number of connected access rings must be minimised in order to reduce the overall 
network cost. 
Within each node (MSSP and MSPP) are a group of hardware called Digital 
Cross Connect (DXC) and Add and Drop Multiplexer (ADM), whose cost determines 
the node cost. In a similar manner, a network design should also optimize the 
placement and the number of this hardware in the node (MSPP) to minimize the cost of 
the design. 
The objective function is to minimize both the number of access rings and the 
number of nodes installed on each ring to reduce the overall cost of the network design. 
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A solution to such design and planning problems is complex and difficult to solve due 
to the number of constraints involved. It is often decompose into a sequence of small, 
easier to manage sub-problems in order to solve it. Most times, it may be necessary to 
divide each sub-problem into smaller sub-problems, and every problem units modelled 
using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). This action will certainly generate a list of 
inequality equations, each defining one or more constraints. It is necessary to solve each 
of these equations in order to obtain an optimum design solution. 
Over the past few years, many research activities have made considerable efforts 
to solve this problem ([6] and [7]) by developing many ILP-based heuristic algorithms. 
The intractable nature of this approach led to introduce a workaround solution method 
whereby the variables defining the constraints are loosely assumed to be 0 -1 rather 
than using arbitrary integer. Paradoxically, the problem of solving 0 ILP is still non-
trivial, and therefore classified as NP-hard in literature. Moreover, some of these studies 
also include optical constraints, and node interface capacity constraints issue into their 
design considerations. This is because there is an increasing concern on the impacts of 
differential delay restriction on the new set of network services. 
The growing number of constraints gives an indication that ILP may not be very 
suitable design approach, most especially for the design of the backbone ring of next 
generation optical networks. Based on this, we therefore propose a new design 
technique that will better handle all the sets of constraints to be satisfied, and as well, 
provide a solution that utilizes minimum number of access rings. 
This thesis proposes a new approach for solving ring and node assignment 
problem with capacity and differential delay constraints in optical network design. The 
key objective is to reduce the total cost of Multiservice SOH optical network by a way of 
searching for a solution that is not only cost effective in terms of the number of access 
rings assigned to the backbone, but also satisfy a number of given constraints. 
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This chapter presents a general overview of this thesis. A classical approach is 
adopted whereby we work through the design procedure from the technical 
specifications extracted from customer service requirements. The role of service 
operator, otherwise known as carrier is assumed by the author; and collates customer 
demographical and population data of the area of coverage to classify the service 
profile. The results obtained in this preliminary design process are used at the later 
stage. 
As a basis, a case study of a typical scenario of a service provider involved in the 
analysis, design, and implementation of a large optical network that provides service to 
an excess of 22,000 users is considered. The objective is to provide a cost effective 
solution by treating the problem as ring-node assignment problem. Rather than use one 
of the mathematical programming based ring-node assignment heuristic algorithms to 
deal with this problem, a constraint programming based heuristic that is less 
cumbersome and computationally less intensive is developed. 
1.1 Optical Network Planning Case Study 
Suppose a service provider in Cape Town, South Africa involves in the analysis 
and design of a large optical network that provides services to an excess of 22/000 users. 
It is the intent of this provider to offer multiservice ranging from voice l datal streaming 
video, virtual private network service, Internet access and storage services. Available to 
this provider is the right of use of 60km two-strand of fiber in Bellville l and it's environ. 
One of the first tasks is for the service provider to conduct an initial site survey in order 
to choose where to locate the nodes of the backbone network. Placement of these nodes 
in a strategic location will assist in determining the fiber routing options of traffic from 
I Bellville is a city in the Western Cape province of South Africa 
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many buildings unevenly distributed. The Service Provider would be wise enough to 
place these nodes where larger communication demands originate (major towns) in 
order that traffic bandwidth capacity is effectively utilized. 
In order that the service provider meets the various design and customer service 
requirements, certain optical network constraints must be resolved first. It is the intent 
of this research to provide a low cost optical network design end-to-end solution by 
solving ring and node assignment problems towards reducing the network cost within 
the limitation of optical constraints. 
1.2 Network Planning Problem Scenario 
Given a budget BG in South Africa Rand, and customer capacity base U of 22,200 
differentiated into] 4,200 business customers Band 8,000 residential customers R. If 12,000 of B 
are classified as small and each with an average of 1 employee, and 2, 200 are classified as 
medium sized with an average of 10 employees and the remaining 200 is classified as large 
customers having up to 100 employees on average. All residential customers are also small 
office/home office customers that need voice and broadband Internet access, while business 
customer needs include voice, virtual private network (VPN), and Internet access. In all, 250 
buildings must be lit in order to provide connectivity to all the potential customers. The service 
level agreements must not be less than 99.999% uptime (i.e. network availability) and 25ms end-
to-end differential delay. 
It is required that a cost effective optical solution be provided, given diverse fiber routing, 
network and node capacity, delay differential restriction, and logical topology design as possible 
constraints. 
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1.2.1 Problem Statement 
The purpose of this study is to analyse and design a multiservice next generation SDH 
optical network subject to ring-node capacity and traffic delay constraints, in order to provide a 
cost effective optical solution under different traffic types and conditions, without violating the 
specified service level agreements (SLAs). 
1.2.2 Requirements 
* Total number of building to be lit: 250 
* Network Availability: 99.999% 
* End to-end latency: 25 ms 
* Quality of Service: six classes 
* Services: Voice, Internet access 
* Customer equipment Interfaces: Ethernet -ElIDigital signal-DS 1 
1.3 Problem Decomposition 
1.3.1 Capacity Planning Problem 
1.3.1.1 Impact of Uniform Traffic Matrix on Capacity Planning Problem 
The first sub-problem is to determine whether the network traffic capacity using bi-
directional uniform traffic matrix will meet the estimated bandwidth request, such that a low-cost 
solution that satisfies all the given constraints is feasible and a suitable model can be developed 
for future forecast. The objective being to maximise throughputs while minimising network cost. 
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1.3.1.2 Impact of Non-Uniform Traffic Matrix on Capacity Planning Problem 
This is to detennine whether the network traffic capacity using bi-directional non-unifonn 
traffic matrix will meet the estimated bandwidth request, such that a low-cost solution that 
satisfies all the given constraints is feasible and suitable model can be developed for future 
forecast. The objective being to maximize throughputs while minimising network cost. 
1.3.2 Diversely Routed Traffic Problem 
This sub-problem analyses the perfonnance of SDH network design for diversely routed 
traffic paths such that a minimum end-to-end differential delay is sustained by the components 
signals in accordance with service level agreements, thereby reducing the size of buffer memory. 
The key objective is to reduce the cost of equipments. 
1.4 Hypotheses 
1.4.1 Hypothesis 1: Network Capacity Planning 
The total request of bandwidth of network nodes assigned to the same SONET/SDH ring 
is equal to the sum of bandwidth request between every pair of nodes in the ring plus the total 
bandwidth request between nodes and the nodes assigned to other SONET/SDH ring for bi-
directional traffic matrix. This traffic demand, and the demand on the federal ring must be less 
than or equal to the common capacity "B" bandwidth. This point will be discussed in details in 
subsection 2.1.2. 
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1.4.2 Hypothesis 2: Circuit Delay Estimation 
In a SONET/SDH network where only the tenninal nodes are virtually concatenation 
enabled, the end-to-end delay increases as the number of intennediate network elements for a 
specified SLAs are increased 
1.5 Contributions 
An alternative method of solving ring assignment problem in optical network design with 
multiple constraints has been proposed. This involves the development of heuristic algorithm 
based on constraints satisfaction technology (CSP). The implementation of algorithm IS 
attempted using a state-of-art optical network simulation tool (OPNET WDMGuru). 
The following summarises the essence of this approach as compared to the commonly 
used Integer linear programming (ILP). 
This proposed solution if properly implemented would be less computationally intensive, 
and the amount of energy dissipated by the system processor will be reduced to about 40%. 
It is simple and robust, and capable of finding solution more quickly than Integer linear 
programmmg. 
It will have a better handling and treatment of general and special optical constraints as 
compared to the available algorithm developed based on 0-1 Integer linear programming to solve 
similar problem. 
The proposed algorithm model solution will be supported by a number of existing 
constraints toolkits such has ILOG Solver, and Eclipse; with this, applications can be developed 
to solve various types of plmming and scheduling problems in telecommunications, 
transportation, and manufacturing process. 
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Although the proposed method is applied specifically to Synchronous digital 
hierarchy/Synchronous optical network (SDH/SONET) technology, it could equally be used for a 
low-cost design of Wavelength Division MUltiplexing (WDM) optical network. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
In Chapter 2, the author will review common SDH ring-related problems. Most especially the 
ring assignment problem, and treat it as a graph partitioning problem. 
Chapter 3 discusses the design process. Here, related issues such as network traffic capacity 
planning, Delay analysis and logical topology designs are examined 
Chapter 4 discusses ring-node assignment algorithm. The author presents a simulation-based 
heuristic approach built on constraint satisfaction technology. 
Simulation results and detailed analysis of design process are considered in Chapter 5. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 the author draws some conclusions and discusses future directions 
8 
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2 Existing Proposition 
The next generation Synchronous Optical Network/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 
(SONET/SDH) answers the demand for a communications network with improved data QoS, 
higher data rates, exceptional flexibility, efficiency and scalability, superb protection, and a data-
friendly standard; by integrating the simplicity and cost-efficiency of the data network with 
bandwidth capacity and QoS of the synchronous optical network [1]. The versatility of the 
technology introduces some design challenges based on both optical and equipment interface 
constraints. In order that the fundamental design objective is achieved, two metrics play 
significant roles viz: the network cost, and the quality of service (QoS). The network cost 
minimization depends on the optimization of the number of rings and nodes in the design, and 
the QoS issue is addressed by traffic delay analysis. The impact of delay depends on the type of 
service delivered through the network [24]; however, among network delays, propagation delay 
that is predominantly dominated by differential delay. 
This chapter is sub-divided into two parts. The first part comprises two sections; therein 
the challenges in rings and node design are discussed, while second part examines the issues 
related to the estimation of traffic delay. A thorough review of current research activities as 
related to these issues is done in order to have better understanding of the proposed solution 
method. 
2.1 Capacity Planning in NG SDH Ring Design & Associated 
Problems 
The most popular Next Generation (NG) SONET/SDH architecture for metro and Wide 
Area Network (WAN) is the ring model. It provides high reliability, survivability and provides 
SOms restoration times. The building block for ring architecture is the Add and Drop Multiplxer 
(ADM), and more recently Multiservice Provisioning Platfonn (MSPP). MSPP is an integrated 
optical solution that combines the functionality of ADM and Digital Cross Connect (DXC). 
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Muhiple MSPP can be daisy chained in a ring configuration for either BLSR (Bidirectional Line 
switched Ring) or UPSR (Unidirectional Path Switched Ring). SOH BLSR is the most efficient 
standard ring architecture and is widely deployed. 
In the configuration of Fig. 2.1, the same set of MSPPs and links use both directions of 
transmission. It utilises the network capacity ONLY between the MSPPs where the traffic is 
added and dropped unlike UPSR, whose network capacity is factored on the entire rings thereby 
leading to inefficient capacity utilization. 
IN OUT 
NodeB 
NodeC 
NodeD 
Figure 2.1: BLSR STM-1 traffic is carried on a given times lot between any two nodes pair 
Due to the complex nature of optical design as reported in Chapter 1, and since there is no 
single optimal solution to any complex design problem [2], the design will consider the trade-off 
between high capacity ring design and minimum number of nodes such that the overall network 
cost can be put to the lowest. 
The following sub-sections reView research work on vanous components of the 
SONET/SDH ring architectural planning problems among which are ring selection, ring routing, 
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node assignment, load balancing, and physical ring design. An overview of work related to 
models and solution algorithms for various aspects of ring planning problems are examined. 
2.1.1 SONET/SDH Node Assignment Problem (SNAP) 
SDH node assignment problem (SNAP) entails looking for a solution which makes a full 
use of the network bandwidth using the minimum number of MSPP. The number of MSPPs is 
given as constraint, which invariably affects the network service cost. 
The initial research work on optical network cost minimization focused on the routing 
and wavelength assignment (RW A) [3] - [4], which have been extensively studied. However, 
more recently emphasis has shifted to a more realistic network cost measure called the node cost. 
Amongst others, is the work of Mordechai Shalom et al. [5] where an architecture based 
on successive nested polygon is developed to minimise the nodal cost. Even though, generally 
the problem of minimising the number of network nodes and assigning virtual concatenated 
paths (VCAT path) are related but have different objective function. In this work, the author 
attempted to bring out the trade-off between the two. A follow-up on the argument advanced in 
[5] would possibly lead to a situation whereby an optimum solution is required for a case when 
number of paths in VCAT is two; i.e. VCATpath = 2 (for example). The algorithm developed 
returns a solution using O(VCATpathLog VCA Tpath + N) MSPPs, where N is the size of the 
ring. We could also infer based on the result he presented that this solution will perform better 
than the basic architecture which is NVCATpath MSPPs. 
Figure 2.2 below is a nested polygon used to show how the number of nodes assigned to a 
ring could be minimised. In the illustration, it is assumed that no Wave Division Multiplexing 
(NO-WDM) is deployed, and that only one wavelength per fiber ring is available. In order to 
analyse the Figure, it is easier to start from the outermost circumscribing circle and move inward 
to the innermost circle. However, it is much convenient to proceed in the opposite direction, 
assuming that he inner most circle is the initial SONET ring. 
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It is assumed that the number of nodes assigned to the inner most ring is maximum and 
the ring capacity is completely utilised. The task at hand is to search for a solution that would 
minimise the number of nodes, and maximized the ring capacity. 
\ 
/ 
Figure 2.2: Using the concept of nested polygon to reduce the number of nodes 
The ftrst thing is to circumscribe the innermost circle with a polygon on N sides; each 
vertex of the polygon corresponds to the location of assigned nodes. Then a circle of radius rn-l is 
circumscribed on the polygon with N sides. Next, a polygon with N-l is drawn again, and a 
circumscribing circle of radius rn-2 is drawn. This process continues until the minimum number of 
polygon (reference polygon) with the capacity equals to the capacity of the original (initial or 
innermost ring) is obtained. A circumscribed circle corresponding to this polygon is a solution, 
and its radius is defined as R. If the radius of the initial (inner most) circle is designated as r, 
then, r = R cos(Jr / N) , and Jr can be replaced by 180. 
The details of this concept are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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2.1.2 SONET/SDH Ring Assignment Problem (SRAP) 
SDH ring assignment problem primarily deals with ways of minimising the number of 
local rings that are interconnected by the backbone ring, generically referred to as federal ring. 
The local rings are the rings that interconnect the customers sites located on the same rings, while 
the backbone interconnect two or more sites located on different local rings. It is assumed that 
the total amount of traffic on all the local rings must be less than or equal to the capacity of the 
backbone network. Each site on the local rings interconnected by federal rings must be connected 
by another special device back-to-back, and is known as MultiService Switching Platform 
(MSSP2). The number of local rings determines the number of MSSP required, and if this is 
added to the number of MSPP, then overall network cost will increase. It is therefore possible to 
argue for the strong need of node and ring optimisations in order to reduce network cost. 
The work of [6] that was further investigated by [7] adopted Integer linear programming 
and heuristic algorithm approaches in order to minimise the network cost. The problem is 
analysed and treated as a graph partitioning problem using an undirected graph G (V, E), with 
integers Band K, and a non negative edge weight duv associated with each edge (u, v). This 
problem is considered NP complete. The question raised is that: Is there a partition of V into K 
disjoint sets VI, V 2 ............. Vk such that: 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
i.:.:l j=i+l UE\'i vol 
2 This is similar to MSPP but of greater switching capability in the minimum range of 300 Gbps 
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for i=1,2, .................. k, and 
In equation 2.1, the first tenn computes the traffic between any two sites in the ring and 
the seeond term computes the traffic between the sites outside the ring and the sites in the ring. 
Similarly, equation 2.2 computes total traffic on the federal ring and it is less than or equal to the 
common bandwidth capacity B. 
In their results, the proposed algorithm finds the optimal solution that minimises the 
upper bound of number of local rings interconnected by the federal rings for reduced network 
cost. 
Nevertheless, a recently conducted industrial research [15] shows that the minimum 
number of OC-48 (OC-92 equivalent) rings in the CO (Central Office) is between 8 and 12 to 
justify the use of MSSP. With this it makes economic sense to deploy single MSSP that can 
aggregate multiple rings than single ADM for each of the rings. This implies that any serious 
attempt to reduce the network cost, node cost must also be considered. 
2.1.3 SONET/SDH Ring Loading Problem (SRLP) 
This problem also arises in the planning phase of SONET/SDH network with BLSR 
configuration. In this case, traffic demand must be routed in one of the two possible routes 
around the ring as discussed in [9] in the manner that no fiber link may be loaded more than the 
other. 
Following the discussion in [8], it is realised that traffic demand on the fibre links 
between any two nodes in BLSR ring is no longer limited by transmission bandwidth of the link, 
but rather by the processing capability of electronic switches-MSPP. Traffic may be split and 
routed diversely in any number of independently defined paths. Every link on the same ring has 
the same capacity, but the ring capacity may be different from one ring to the other. Then the 
challenging task of any planning software would be to identify the nodes that can be grouped 
together to fonn a network of rings of equal capacity constraints. 
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2.1.4 SONET/SDH Ring Routing Problem (SRRP) 
SDH ring routing problem is a problem of determining the best paths to route each traffic 
demand in SONET/SDH network. It is done so as to right-size the ring, and it is equally one of 
the important processes in network planning and design. Algorithms for traffic demand routing 
are numerous and not new, but many of them are for general purposes. However, the works of 
[II] and improved upon by [10] that runs in 0(n4) and 0(n2) running time respectively are the 
currently known specialised algorithm for solving ring routing problem in the literature. 
In this design, and using the available simulation tool, a cost-based diverse routing 
algorithm with nodes and link maximally disjoint shall be selected. Using this routing method, 
the link is assumed to have a non-negative cost, and the network traffic is routed hop-to-hop with 
minimum cost. 
2.2 Delay of Diversely Routed Traffic in NG SONET/SDH 
Networks 
There are several types of delays that affect next generation SONET/SDH systems and 
networks, and the impact of these delays depend on the types of services delivered. While some 
services are sensitive to delay variations and less sensitive to transfer delay, others may be 
sensitive to both. It is then necessary tbat one needs to consider the delay requirements of each 
service type, and ensure that it conforms to the service level agreements (SLAs) as specified in 
the initial specifications. The focus of this work is on the design for multiple service types, and at 
the end, the delay measurement shall be estimated from the source to the destination end as was 
clearly stated in the introductory chapter 1. 
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Figure 2.3: Sample network illustrating diverse delay routing 
For completeness, any serious analysis of end-to-end delay in next generation SONET 
systems and network must consider the propagation delay, serialisation and processing delay. 
Both serialisation and network element processing delay come from the data nature of the 
Generic Framing Procedure (GFP). Also, the propagation delay is the principal cause of 
differential delay. 
Throughout, only the differential delay is considered; and any discussion on generic 
framing procedure is beyond the scope of this work. However, all interested readers are therefore 
advised to review POl for a comprehensive discussion of GFP and its associated challen!!es in 
optical network design. Figure 2.3 illustrates an instance of differential delay problem where the 
source node S is VeAT enabled. There are two diverse routes for concatenated signals to 
transverse (S-V3 and S-V I). Si!mal at V 1 can also transverse two paths (V 1-V 4 and V 1-V2 t and 
all the signals from different diverse paths. converJ2e at the destination node T. 
Destination node T must be eQuipped with sufficient memorY to buffer all arriving signals 
before beinl! mapped to lhe hiJ2h-speed nelWork. 
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2.2.1 Differential Delay Problem 
Differential delay is the relative arrival time measurement between the members of 
Virtual Concatenated Group (VCG). Any customer premise equipment supporting VCAT must 
be equipped with high-speed buffer memory for storage of arriving component signals at the 
destination node [17]. These signals are assigned sequential number SQ, and they transverse 
from the source to the destination node in any of the diverse path available in the transport signa1. 
The more the number of diverse paths the greater the size of buffer memory reserved at the 
destination node, and invariably, this will affect the cost of the equipment. 
Research and industrial communities have come up with algorithms (both online and 
offline) to address issues relating to minimisation of differential delay ([12], [13]) in SDH 
systems and networks; many of which are heuristic, and are based on modified popular k-
shortest path algorithm (SPF) and its variation. The performance of these algorithms is however, 
hindered by the fact that path routing in optical network unlike in IP is a multiple-constrained 
problem (MCP), and as such a constrained-based shortest path first algorithm (CSPF) is more 
appropriate. 
After thorough reviews of [14], it shows that CSPF is an intrinsically harder problem. 
According to [14], several proposed algorithms for CSPF can be categorised into two: those that 
are based on the extension of the best known Djikastra algorithms, and those based on the prior 
knowledge of traffic profile of the network and uses a flow-based algorithm. The network 
simulator is configured to use the first category of routing algorithm. 
2.2.2 Management of Differential Delay in NG Systems & Networks 
Delay differential in virtually concatenated network system is managed by ensuring that 
two key things are considered: 
* The receiving equipment needs some method of re-aligning the containers arriving on 
the different paths. 
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* In order that the network may compensate for the differential delay between different 
paths transversed by members of the virtual concatenated group, some buffer memory must be 
reserved in the equipment. 
Re-alignment process involves buffering of incoming data and using a sequence indicator 
(SQ) in the H4 -byte in the path overhead of all members of the higher order virtual concatenated 
group (VCG) to put containers into the correct order. In order word, each members of the VCG is 
assigned a sequence number as data are "demultiplexed" onto them. H4-byte defines the stmcture 
of multi frame indicator for payload and contains a 12-bit multiframe indicator (MFI) and 8-bit 
SQ. The multi frame format is defined by H4-byte has two set of MFls - MFIl and MFI2. 
Together they form a 12-bit field that rolls over every 512ms (4096*125 microseconds). This 
allows for a maximum differential delay path of less than 256ms as allowed by the standard. The 
network, delay is expected around 60-1 OOms in real world though. 
The main issue with differential delay is the amount of memory buffer space required. 
The best practice is to calculate the amount of buffer space required using the number of 
members supported. For example, if 84 members or (number of paths) are supported and VT-
1.5/VC-ll (the lowest of the lower order signal) signal is to be transmitted, the size of buffer 
memory IS 33 Mbit. The memory options that support these rates are not many, and very 
expenSIve. 
The solution to the management of differential delay problem therefore relies on the 
development of path optimisation algorithms (subsection 2.2.1), which will be able to reduce the 
paths transversed by members of the virtual concatenated group. In this aspect, there is currently 
an on-going research as earlier mentioned. 
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3 Design & Planning 
This chapter discusses the design procedure. Capacity planning was conducted for 
different categories of business and residential users in Bellville in order to determine the 
capacity of the access and federal rings. The outcome of this capacity plan computation will drive 
technology and equipment specifications in terms of bandwidth requirements. Next, the link and 
ring design were completed to pave the way for logical topology design. As a prelude to the 
analysis of the overall design, traffic routing and dimensioning on diverse paths are also 
examined. The results of the design serve as inputs to Chapter 4. 
3.1 Capacity Planning 
In order to estimate the total bandwidth requirements of users differentiated into small, 
medium and large scaled businesses as stated in section 1.2, it is important to carry out a fiber 
routing plan as shown in Fig 3.1 to determine the location of sites where services need be 
provided. For simplicity, analysis of only the first-twelve sites was carried out, and these sites 
were lighted up in a pilot run. 
It is assume that there are up to 250 sites in Bellville industrial area, and each one is 
considered a Multi Tenant Unit (MTU) housing 50 small businesses, 21 medium businesses and 
5 large businesses. Each of the 50 small businesses has 1 user; each of the medium businesses 
has 10 users and each of the large businesses has 100 users. Also, a 64 kbps non-normalised 
voice grade bandwidth and 144 kbps non-normalised data bandwidth is allocated per user. As 
shown in Table. 3.1, nodes 0-12 each of which represents clients' sites located at selected point 
within Bellville area. The site naming convention is done such that each node corresponds to the 
site location and they are distinctively located at designated point. For example, because node "4" 
is an MTU 
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located in Blomvlei, it is therefore named Blomvlei. Also, a number of acronyms3 were used to 
represent users and service classification in terms of bandwidth request. 
Using the stated diversity factor (this is the same as the nwnber of users in each business 
category houses by the MTU), the bandwidth requirements for each MTU were computed, and 
the contributed bandwidth for the 12 sites add to a total of 2,721.6 Mbps. After normalisation to 
compensate for oversubscription, the total becomes 272.16 Mbps. Nodes at Hohelsen, Oakdale, 
Blomvlei and Boston are chosen as data centres and together, they constitute the core ring in the 
original physical network topology while every other ring interconnected to any of these nodes 
are designated as access rings. The ring interconnection points are assigned with high capacity 
switch-MSSP as discussed in subsection 2.1.2. 
-!Il'OW"""'''',,7'"''''''''''''''··!?'':·'''''''':';'''"5"'''117'''';« Ar · I 
"nonn 0'7')1\ .... 1 
Figure 3.1: Bellville Fiber Routing Plan 
After the initial calculation, and using table 3.1 below, it is easily deducible that for a 
bidirectional traffic matrix, the fiber span between Boston and Blomvlei (See Fig. 3.1) will 
consume 68.0 Mbps (22.68*3). 
3 SB: small business, MB: medium business, LB: Large business, BR: bandwidth requirements 
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Assuming that the network traffic originated from Boston, and then 22.68 Mbps would be 
dropped off at Blomvlei, this leaves 45.36 Mbps of traffic on the span between Blomvlei and 
Hohelzen of which 22.68 Mbps would be dropped off at Hohelzen. Finally, there would be 22.68 
Mbps of traffic on the span between Hohelzen and Oakdale South. 
The above tramc distribution is also applicable to every pair of nodes in the network, and 
it is therefore possible to conclude that an STM- l should suffix for the pilot deployment. 
-------. 270 columns ........ 1-----
.. 261 columns ~ 
3 rows R 
Payload 1 row , A , 
" I 
! 
I 
4 row~ M i 
I 
I 
I 
125us 
Figure 3.2: STM-l Frame Structure 
Notation: "R" is the regeneration section overhead (RSOH) 
"A" is the AU pointer 
"M" is Multiplex section overhead (MSOH) 
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Table 3.1: Estimation of total traffic network capacity for pilot deployment 
Sites I\lumber of users Contributed bandwidth (Mbps) Totai • 
per site 
5B MB LB 5B 5B data MB MB data LB LB data BR 
voice voice voice 
NodeO 50 210 800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node1 50 210 800 3.2 30.2 57.6 115.2 I 226.8 
Node2 50 210 800 3.2 .4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.S 
I 
Node3 50 210 SOD 3.2 .4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node4 50 210 800 3.L I.L I 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node5 50 210 800 I 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node6 50 210 800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node7 50 210 800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 I 226.S 
Node8 50 210 800 3.2 
1
7
.
2 13.4 I 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
Node9 50 210 
1
800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.8 
NodelO 50 210 800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 226.S 
Nodell 50 210 800 3.2 7.2 13.4 30.2 57.6 115.2 . 226.8 
5um from all nodes 2721.6 
Normalised bandwidth (1: 10) oversubscription 272.16 
Using the result obtained in section 3.1 and the specifications as outlined in section 1.2, a 
normalised total bandwidth for voice and data traffic in the entire Bellville network is calculated 
as shown in Table 3.2. 
In the Table, the column "user count" is calculated by multiplying the total number of 
sites (or call it customers' sites) by the number of employee (or users) at each site. Recall that the 
business customers are differentiated into 12 000, 2 200, 2 000 and are factor into 1: 1 0: 1 00 
respectively. The column "normalized bandwidth" represents the normalized bandwidth with a 
1: 1 a oversubscription. It is assume that in almost all the time, 12 nodes may not utilize the 
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network simultaneously such that each user could enjoy the maximum committed information 
rate (CIR). 
Table 3.2: Estimation of total network capacity 
UNITS USER VOICE TRAFFIC DATA TRAFFIC 
COUNT 
Users *factor Bandwidth Total Normalized Bandwidth Total Normalized 
per user Bandwidth bandwidth per user Bandwidth bandwidth 
(Kbps) 
(Gbps) (Gbps) (Kbps) (Gbps) (Gbps) 
Residential 8000 64 0.512 0.0512 144 1.15 0.12 
Small 12000 64 0.768 0.0768 144 1.73 0.17 
~edium 22000 64 lA08 0.140 144 3.17 0.32 
Large 20000 64 1.280 0.013 144 2.88 0.29 
Total OAOO 0.89 
Normalized total network traffic capacity (1: 1 0) : 1.29 Gbps 
A normalized total bandwidth of l.29 Gbps indicates that STM-13 (OC-36) core should 
be sufficient to provide enough bandwidth to cover the entire 250 sites in Bellville as per the 
estimated traffic demand. 
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3.2 Logical Topology Design 
In this section, the result of SDH ring design is presented. Logical topology is the network 
topology as seen by the higher layer Digital Channel Layer (DCL). The nodes at the lower layer 
(ADM and DXC) constitute those at the higher layer, and the logical links are the signal or light 
paths established between any two nodes in the network. The logical design depicts how traffic is 
routed from one node to the other in the network. It shows the logical interconnectivity of nodes 
as seen by the higher layer- DCL. From the design point of view, logical design can be divided 
into two stages: 
.,. The traffic demand estimate 
.,. The link design 
3.2.1 Traffic Demand 
The two types of user's traffic considered for a logical (or virtual) topology design are 
uniform and non-uniform. A 12 by 12 traffic matrix was generated between each node pair and 
the total traffic (demand) capacity for all the 12 nodes. The demand between each pair is 4 units, 
and the total network traffic capacity is then add to 264 units as shown both in the Table 3.3 and 
calculation below. 
J 
Figure 3.3: Traffic flow between node pair 
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Let Pii represents traffic from node i to node j, and P ji represents traffic in the opposite 
direction. 
Let PI' represents the offered load, i.e. the traffic demand per node pair. Because, a 
bidirectional traffic matrix is considered in this design, it is reasonable to assume that: 
Pii = Pji (3.1) 
provided the traffic is uniformly distributed and a balance load system is considered. In this case, 
the traffic flow from each node is equal to half of the total offered load between the node pair. 
Also, o ~ pv ~ 4 (3.2) 
But for this particular case, pv is chosen as 4 units, and N is given as the number of 
nodes in the network, the total traffic capacity is thus given as: 
N(N -l)p, (3.3) 
Given that there are 12 nodes in the hypothetical network used as case study, the network 
traffic capacity is 
12 (12-1) 4 = 528 units. 
In Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR4) configuration, the working path carries only 
one half of the total traffic capacity. This implies that the traffic capacity in this network is only 
264 units. 
It is interesting to know that irrespective of whether the traffic distribution is uniform or 
non-uniform, the total traffic capacity remained the same . 
.j see subsection 3.2,3 
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3.2.2 Link Design 
The result obtained from traffic demand estimation is used to design the ring. However, 
prior to the ring design, it is important to do optical transport system (OTS) link design. By this, 
it would be possible to calculate the number of amplifiers and regenerators required on each link 
that would be used by subsequent design action. Long fiber link are susceptible to signal 
degradation and as such signal must be amplified and regenerated at regular intervals. All fibers 
are equipped LH-40 line system with only one active wavelength, and span length set to 100.0 
meters with maximum of'6' OA per (optical amplifiers) per link. LH-40 indicates that the line is 
a Long Haul with a total of 40 channels per fiber strand. The outcome of the design with a list of 
sites added on each link as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Table 3.3: Traffic matrix for uniform traffic demand 
I~ r-:odeO r-:odel Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 NodeS Node9 Node 10 r-:odell 
NodeO - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Node] 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Node2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Node3 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Node .. 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
NodeS 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Node6 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 
Node7 4 I 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 
r-:odc8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
NLlde9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 
NodelO 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 
Nodell 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -
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~ Link Design Results G rgJ 
f>erformed Iir* det9'l on aI inks 
I Performed Iir* de$ign on nodejll (-) node_01 {IengIh = lOOt o Regeneration ries ~; 
I OOAries~; Performed Iird< de$ign on node_OO (-) node_OJ (length - 350t o Regeneration ries ~; 3 OA ries ~ at 100. 200. and DJ km; 
Performed Iir* det9'l on node_OJ (-) nodej~ {IengIh -lOOt 
o Regeneration ries ~; 
OOAries~; 
Performed ink ~ on nodej:"; (-) node_07 (length ~ 350t 
o Regeneration ries added; 
3 OA ries added at 100. 200. and DJ km; 
Performed ink de$ign on node_07 (.) nodej18 (length - 350t 
o Regeneration ries ~; 
3 OA ries ~ at 100. 200. and DJ km; 
Performed ink de$ign on nodej18 ( .) node_ll {IengIh = lOOt 
o Regeneration ries added; 
I OOAries~; 
Performed link design on node_ll ( -) node_l0 (Ier9h E 350): 
o Regeneration ries added; 
3 OA ries ~ at 100. 200. and DJ km; 
Performed ink design on node_10 ( .) node_09 (length -lOOt 
o Regeneration ries added; 
OOAries~; 
Performed ink det9'l on nodej19 (-) node_02 (length· 350t 
o Regeneration ries ~; 
3 OA ries ~ at 100. 200. and DJ km; 
Performed ink design on node_ 02 (. > node _01 (length E 125): 
o Regeneration ries 8dded; 
1 OA ries added at 100 km; 
Per/ormedlir* ~ on node_05 <.) node_ll (length E lOOt 
o Regeneration ries added; 
o OA ries added; 
Per/Ofmed ink de$ign on node_05 (-) node_02 (IengIh = 125]: 
I 0 Regeneration ries~; 1 OAries~atl00km; 
PerfOfmed Iird< desiQn on node 04 (-) node 00 llenath - 350t 
Figure 3.4: Screensbot of Link design result sbowing fiber lengtb and equipment 
The above is a screenshot of the result of the OTS link design. It shows that, for example 
the link between BloIDvlei and Hohelzen has a tlber length of 125 km with no regenerator (R) 
and 1 optical amplitier (OA) dt lOOkm. 
The link is contigured as follows: The total number of ti ber links in the nenvork is 17, 
and this divided into three PaIts thus: 7 links have a span of 350km node-to-node. 6 with a span 
of lOOkm trom one node to the next and the last 4 tiber links also have a span of 125km between 
~ pair of node. 1 he distances are subiect to the appropriat location of each of the nodes. and in 
thi.: case. all distances are randomh chosen without an" on-site measurem nt. 
- . 
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3.2.3 Bi-Directional Line Switched Ring (BLSR) Design 
Using the fiber routing as shown in Figure. 3.1, the network lends itself into a 7-ring 
topology. For the original network configuration, the ring that spans across nodes "Blomvlei-
Oakdale South-Boston-Hohelzen" has maximum of four distinct nodes, each node is a matching 
node that interfaces with four other rings with an even bandwidth distribution. For the sake of 
clarity, the ring with four distinct nodes was used to represent the core ring. It is also possible to 
have nodes on the designated core ring that do not connect to the other rings, otherwise known as 
access or tributary rings. Such nodes are often reserved as spare for future growth network traffic. 
Likewise, it is also possible to have (access) collector rings of varying bandwidths that may not 
be directly connected to the core ring. This situation is often described as ring merging. 
IVISPP 
-
IVISSP 
-
IVISPP 
Figure 3.5: A multi-ring SDH topology with several inter ring traffic and fixed number of nodes 
It is believed that inter-ring traffic will be "huge", and as such may require metropolitan 
core aggregation. To cater for that, MSSP is deployed in back-to-back configuration as explained 
in subsection 2.1.2. 
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Before designing BLSR (Bidirectional Line switched Ring) ring, it is important to first 
identify the properties of the proposed ring, and then set the number of sites (nodes) as variable 
against the number of rings as non-empty domain of possible values and a set of constraints. 
Details of this is available in [16] for any interested reader. 
Next, the ring path was identified and defined by logically assigning nodes to a specific 
ring. For example, nodes at Hohelsen-Oakdale South-Blomvlei-Boston were mapped as the first 
ring. Topological location of six other rings in same manner were defined and named access 
rings. Following this, the specifications of our proposed rings in tern1S ring type and bit rate was 
defined, and 2-Fiber Multiplex section-Shared Protection Ring (2F-MSSPRing) a type of SDH 
BLSR ring was selected and its capacity is STM-4 (622.080 Mbps). 
3.3 Fiber Routing & Dimensioning 
In order to set up a platform to test the performance of the design, an alternative traffic of 
concatenated bit rates- STM-I-2Ic was chosen. The choice of concatenated bit rates is to enable 
the network capacity to be used more efficiently. 
Using the same baseline topology, nodes located at Die Rif and Belgravia were set as 
source and destination nodes respectively. A fiber connection is then established between the two 
nodes to observe the effect of varying the following constraints on network capacity. 
* Maximum fiber length 
- Shortest path length diversion factorS 
* Maximum hop count6 
5 The maximum tiber length is calculated by multiplying the factor with the shortest length of the connection 
6 The maxImum hop count is calculated by multiplying this factor with the hop count of the shortest path of the connection 
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Shortest path hop count diversion factor7 
* Maximum link delay 
- Shortest path link delay diversion factor 
After this, traffic was routed on the link over 21 unique independent virtual candidate 
traffic routes (virtual concatenated paths), and two simulations were run to observe the effect. 
The first case is when there is a single physical fiber connection between the nodes, and second 
case is when two fiber are physically connected. By implementing two fibers connectivity, the 
limitation of virtual concatenation under diversely routed traffic condition can be tested. 
Traffic information about each route with respect to hop count, fiber length, delay, cost, 
link capacity, and the number of different equipment installed in each node/site were also 
collected. Numerical data are collected to validate the performance of the proposed model as 
discussed in chapter 4. 
~-....... ---------
The maximum link-delay path is calculated by multiplying this factor with the delay on the lowest-latency path of the connection 
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4 Ring-node Assignment Algorithm 
This chapter commences with an introduction to constraints satisfaction technology. 
Thereafter, it discusses network cost minimization function with the cost split into node and link 
cost. Since our emphasis from the beginning of this work is on the node cost and not necessarily 
the cost of the link, it is important that the node cost is further divided into ADM cost and DXC 
cost component for a better analysis ofthe result. 
Next, a review of the concept of constraint propagation and method of handling special 
constraints as it related to ring assignment problem is done. The chapter is concluded with a 
discussion of the proposed algorithm for solving ring assignment problem with capacity 
constraints. 
4.1 Constraint Satisfaction Technology 
This technique has been used in many academic and research parlance to tackle a wide 
range of search problems including resource allocation, transportation, planning and scheduling. 
It is defined by a finite set of variables, constraints and domain. The domain is a set of values for 
each variable, and each constraint involves some subsets of variables and specifies the allowable 
combinations of values of that subset. Usually, the problem is stated by assignment of values to 
some or all of the variables. Any complete assignment that satisfies all the constraints is a 
solution to a pre-defined problem. Generical1y, there are two techniques for solving constraint 
satisfaction problem, viz: consistency and search techniques. Search technique is more favoured 
due to its completeness in searching for a possible solution, although it can be very slow. It can 
be divided into two broad classes, those that transverse the space of partial solutions (or partial 
value assignment), and those that explore the space of complete value assignments (to all 
variables) stochastically. A third possible scheme is to embed consistency algorithm inside a 
search algorithm for improved efficiency and performance. 
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Conceptually, problem solving usmg constraint satisfaction technology involves the 
following steps: 
* Modeling of the problem 
- Definition of problem specifications (Abstract) in terms of constraints on acceptable 
solution 
- Identification and definition of variables and domain. 
* Solve the model 
- Search place and choose algorithm for candidate solution is defined 
- Often times anomalies in the models are observed when symmetrical solutions are 
noticed. In other to avoid exploring redundant parts of the search for solution, constraints that 
eliminate symmetrical solutions are introduced and added; constraints that are implied by other 
constraints in order to define the domain of minimum value of variables that satisfy the given 
problem are also added. Finally, redundant constraints are removed and replaced with logical 
equivalents such that the amount of overhead is reduced. The process of accomplishing this is 
generally referred to as transformation, and as at the time of writing this thesis, there is no known 
method of automating this rather complex process. 
* Analyses and verification of possible solutions for consistency 
- After modeling and transformation, the models generated may not be suitable enough 
for input to a commercially available constraints toolkit such as ILOG, ECLIPSe, SICStus 
Prolog, CHIP, Mozart and others. We therefore, at this stage refine our model to generate a set of 
alternative models. The process of doing this is called refinement. 
According to [18], the reason for choosing to represent and solve a problem as a CSP 
rather than, say as a Mathematical programming problem as discussed by authors of [6] and [7] 
are two fold. 
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• Firstly, the representation as a CSP is often much closer to the original problem. 
The variables in CSP directly correspond to problem entities, and the constraints 
can be expressed without having to be translated into linear inequalities. 
• Secondly, although CSP algorithms are essentially very simple, they can 
sometimes find solution more quickly than if Integer Linear programming is used. 
4.2 Minimisation Function 
The objective function is to obtain a solution for SDH ring assignment problem with 
minimum number of rings, and traffic capacity less than or equal to B as stated in equation 2.1 
and equation 2.2. In order to do this, an instance of 12 nodes and 7 rings was considered. It is 
important to mention that choosing any arbitrary value of k, where k is the total number of rings 
including the federal ring, i.e. 2 :S: k :S: 7 , is not necessarily equivalent to solving the problem. This 
is because a ring assignment solution that minimises the number of rings, does not necessarily 
minimises the traffic on the capacity on the federal ring as shown in Chapter 5. In other words, 
there would be another feasible solution that uses more rings, yet puts less traffic on the federal 
nng. 
This simply translates to the fact that solving ring assignment problem by choosing an 
arbitrary value of k may give only an optimum solution but not the one that satisfy all constraints. 
The approach used is to develop an algorithm based on the constraints satisfaction 
technology as explained in section 4.1. With this, a network was modeled and implemented in 
OPNET WDMGuru simulation tools environment given a number of constraints as input and 
other added constraints as described in subsection 4.2.4. 
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4.2.1 Federal Ring versus Number of Access Rings 
Now that a network of 12 nodes and 7 rings has been set up using the defined ring 
configuration with rings traffic bit rate of STM-l as calculated in table 3.1. The bandwidth 
utilization of both the federal ring and access rings are ensured that they nearly conform to that 
obtained in table 3.l. The common capacity B was also fixed at 240.0 Mbps with reference to 
equations 2.1 and 2.2. The tasks at hand is to calculate after dimensioning the network to 
accommodate as much traffic as possible, the bandwidth of both the federal and access rings 
having allowed network operation on the ring. Any network configuration having the traffic 
capacity on the federal ring less than or equal to bandwidth B is a feasible solution with a 
complete assignment of all nodes, provided all the constraints (both given and added implied) are 
satisfied. For this purpose, the capacity of each ring was dimensioned to STM-4 before 
performing routing operation. 
STM-4 (622.080 Mbps) line rate is sufficient enough to accommodate all expected traffic 
demand. In succession, simulations were run for cases when the number of rings R=6, 5, 4, 3, 
and 2. Each of these cases is considered as network model. The model configuration is done such 
that a node that is common to 3 or 4 ring is denoted as MSSP; those that are shared by two rings 
are configured as ADM plus DXC and others as ADM. The numerical and simulation results 
obtained are given and discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Theory: 
Var: set o~ nodes DOlTlain 0' 
Var:no 0' rings 
Figure 4.1: Modeling SDH CSP problem 
Illustration in Figure 4.1 above represents the genenc concept of constraints satisfaction 
programming. Both the set of nodes and rings are defined and implicitly declared but not typed 
(unlike other languages) as variables (var). Each of the nodes has a domain of the set of rings. 
For example node 3 {I, 4} implies that node 3 can either be assigned to ring 1 or 4, given that 
a node can not be assigned to two or more rings. Similarly, node 12 
node 12 can be assigned to ring 6 or 7, and not to both rings. 
{6, 7} indicates that 
It is syntactically correct to represent the above example thus: R,(X,<p).f- N, 
Whereby X, and <p are the constraints used to define the problem instance. Usually, it is 
a considerable task to construct an effective model to provide a solution to such a problem that 
satisfies the given set of constraints. The technique often adopted is to introduce other constraints 
in order to transfonn the problem to a solvable fonnat as discussed in the following subsection. 
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4.2.2 Formal J\tlodeling of the Problem 
Let nnodes, represents nodes assigned to access rings and is defined as Xli 
Let nnodesj represents nodes assigned to federal ring and is defined as X2J 
Let nringk represents the access rings, and let nring! represents the federal ring 
At least 4 nodes are assigned to the federal ring: 
I ;::::4 (4.1) 
J 
Note that: 2J;;j: 2 * J 
At most 1 nnodesi (X Ii) must be assigned to every access rings. 
(4.2) 
Alternatively, it can be said that Xi 1 if nnodesi is assigned to access ring k 
Recall that nringk represents the access rings, and at instance t=O, and the total number of 
access rings in the given network is 6 
6 
Inringk 
k~1 
as t ;:::: 1 , the number of access rings nring, -4 1 
(4.3) 
In a similar manner, recall that nringl represents the federal ring, and at instance 
Inringr = 1 
f 
(4.4) 
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as t ;::: 1 , the size of federal ring increases. This phenomenon is described as ring merging 
and is further explained in subsection 4.2.4. 
The traffic demand between any two nodes (p to j) on the access rings is given as 
4 units, and this is stated formally thus: 
uniform traffic demand, and 
LXI PX 1i=4 
j,p 
LX,pX,;=M 
j.p 
where 2 ~ M ~ 6 for non-unifom1 traffie demand. 
(4.5) for 
(4.6) 
The expressions 4.1 to 4.6 and those that would be added in subsection 4.2.4 constitute 
the formal definitions of the important constraints considered in the design. 
Then, the objective function is therefore given as: 
Minimise Lnringk 
k 
4.2.3 Constraints Propagation 
(4,7) 
Since it was required that multiple constraints be considered in this design as stated in 
chapter 1; therefore, for simplicity it was suggested that n-ary constraints should be translated to 
binary constraints. In order to do this, the author chose the number of nodes, "nnodes" as variable 
and the number of rings, "nrings" as domain of variables (domain of values) with their respective 
values as indicated in the technical specifications to define the proposed algorithm. 
The strength of algorithm lies in its ability to prune the solution search space to a 
minimum using the constraints propagation technique. Pruning the solution space involves 
elimination of symmetry and careful handling of special constraints, and it would make the 
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problem easier to manage and solve. This is a general process of handling constraints, and the 
process of handling special constraints is further discussed in subsection 4.2.4. 
Pruning is implemented in the proposed algorithm using a combination of the best of both 
backtracking and consistency algorithms. Backtracking attempts to try all combinations in order 
to obtain a solution. Its strength is that it avoids trying many partial combinations, thus speeding 
up the running-time. In consistency technique, unlike backtracking it does not try all possible 
combinations but only those that are consistent. Specifically, with consistency algorithm, it uses a 
combination of arc and node consistency with forward checking for finding an optimum solution. 
Arc consistency is implemented by firstly defining the constraints between the two variables of 
interest (nnodesk, nring). Secondly, the algorithm would then find a value of anyone of the 
variables in its domain and match it with that of the other variable in such a way that all the 
constraints are satisfied. 
4.2.4 Handling Special Constraints 
Special constraints are those that are not explicitly defined in the specification but are 
derived from those clearly stated. The techniques of handling these constraints differ from the 
general purpose methods discussed in subsection 4.2.3. 
The two major constraints considered in this design are stated as follows: 
* For any feasible solution, the total number of rings must be less than 7. i.e. nrings ~ 7 , 
this implies that he number of ring-node mapping be minimised. 
Minimise Irings - nodesl (4.8) 
* For any solution to be feasible, the capacity of any rings including the federal ring must 
be less than the common ring capacity 
'lfr E R : Iring - node I ~ B (4.9) 
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The derived, otherwise known as implied constraints are stated thus: 
* Every nodes 'u' is placed on exactly one ring, except nodes on federal ring that 
interconnect one or more access rings. In this case, we placed a lower limit restriction on 
the number of "open ring" i.e. ring with only one node installed. 
* A ring is considered active if and only if a site is placed on it. 
* Ring merging is done only when any two rings have up to or more than 5 nodes. 
At the initial configuration, the network is set up by taking into consideration all the 
major constraints. After each simulation run, we re-configure the network model as discussed in 
subsection 4.2.1 by ensuring that the three implied constraints stated above are complied with 
prior to the next simulation run. 
4.3 Node Cost Function 
Each node has associated nodal cost which is the total cost of the underlying equipment 
that constitutes the node. In this case we primarily talk of add and drop multiplexer (ADM) and 
digital cross connect (DXC) system. Obviously, the cost of a ring shall be the total cost of all 
nodes assigned to that ring and the fiber link cost. 
The node cost comprises the fixed and the per-port costs of ADM, DXC, Patch panel and 
short-reached transponders. A transponder is technically equivalent to an optical channel 
regenerator. 
The link cost comprises cable cost, fiber cost and channel cost. Also included is the cost 
of terminal multiplexer in each MSPP node, optical amplifiers and regenerator cost. 
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The capacity of access rings were made to be different but collectively equal in all the 
five different networks as explained in subsection 3.2.2. However, the total request on any ring is 
the total bandwidth of all nodes assigned to that ring and the bandwidth between interconnecting 
node and the nodes on other rings to which are linked. 
4.4 Proposed Algorithm 
This section presents the logical design of optical ring SDH network using our proposed 
heuristic algorithm. The heuristic is then applied to five different network topologies whereby the 
number of rings are R=6, 5, 4, 3, and 2. For each topology, the network was populated with both 
uniform and non-uniform traffic demands. The resulting network topologies after reconfiguration 
for different number of rings with the same number of nodes and traffic demand are given as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.6 below. 
It is important to note that at the digital channel layer, all nodes appear as digital cross-
connects while at the optical channel layer as optical cross connect. Any network configuration 
done at the optical channel layer is logically implemented in the digital channel. 
An instant of the problem shows the inability of the original network to accommodate a 
substantial amount of network traffic; and the challenge is either to stack the ring with rings of 
equal capacity or merge any two rings in the network in accordance to the implied constraint 
conditions. The process of merging means that nodes are assigned to rings such that the total 
numbers of rings used in the network are reduced. During this process, all the inter-nodes 
distances were maintained and all the nodes were retained; and the following variables: i.e. the 
number of rings, nring, and the capacity of the rings, c8 r are used. The input data to the algorithm 
are the network topology as mentioned and the traffic demand to be served (see the traffic matrix 
in table 3.1). The network topology is defined by the set of nodes and link as shown below. 
8 capacity of the federal ring 
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For a solution to be feasible, the algorithm must return within the domain of ring 
assignment problem a solution that corresponds to a complete dimensioning, routing and ring 
assignment combination for the set of nodes/sites interconnection that represent the traffic 
demand to be satisfied over a specified network model. 
The routing is implemented by ensuring that the total traffic over all rings are optimised, 
dimensioning is done without equipping any new fiber channel and using a stack ring of the same 
capacity and bit rates as the original ring. 
Procedure: DRR (nnodes, nrings, C) 
r 
begin: 
given: Nnodes € {nnodes., nnodes.} : nat, 
I J 
Nrings € {nring
f
, nringsk} : nat B: real 
initialise: 
Nnodes .... y: start with max no of nodes 
max 
Nrings .... y: start with max no of rings 
max 
end 
for each nnode € Nnodes 
and for each nring € Nrings; do 
Ringdesign(Nnodes,Nrings) .... -- C 
while 
( I ring-nodes I: > B) ; { 
Ringmerging(Nnodes,Nrings) 
} 
if ( Nringsk = 1) { 
nnodes .... ADM; 
} else if (Nrings
k 
=2) { 
nnodes
i
.... ADM plus DXC 
} else if (Nrings
k 
>3) { 
nnodesf.... MSSP 
else 
Dimensioning (STM-N) 
Routing(optimised over all routes) 
Ringassignment( stacked, merge) 
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Above is the proposed DRR algorithm for solving the ring-node assignment problem. 
DRR is the name of the procedure that calls Dimensioning, Routing and Ring assignment 
processes. nnodes, nring and Cr are the arguments; together they form arity of DRRl3. The total 
number of nodes Nnodes in the network is differentiated into two: nnodesj, and nnodesj and both 
are declared as natural number. Similarly, the total number of rings Nrings in the network is also 
differentiated into two: the federal ring -ringf and the access ring -ringsk are both declared as 
natural number. The common bandwidth capacity is also declared as natural number and set to 
the value B Mbps 
The author initialised both Nnodes and Nrings to maximum and commences the Ring 
design procedure. This subroutine (procedure) completes the ring design process with ring 
capacity Cr set as STM-4 2F-MSSPRing. Following this, is the test that verifies if the ring-nodes 
capacity is less than or equal to B. For all values of ring-nodes capacity greater than B, another 
subroutine Ringmerging is called. This process involves testing and assigning different nodes for 
each ring depending on the ring-node assignment. For any node connected to ONLY one ring, it 
must be configured as ADM back-to-back. Those that are connected between two distinct rings 
are also configured as ADM plus DXC, otherwise known as MSPP; while any nodes connecting 
three of more rings are configured as MSSP. All the nodes configured as MSSP are collectively 
form the backbone or federal ring. The details of network configurations for individual network 
are further discussed in Chapter 5. 
Afterwards the algorithm proceeds by calling the Procedure DRR again and return. 
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09 
08 
o MSSP <>- MSPP 
Figure 4.1: The original network of 12 nodes and 7 rings before merging 
Fig. 4.2 above shows the origInal network model. Initially, the capacity of the network 
could not acconunodate all traffic in the rings due to capacity shortage and has been off-loaded to 
a mesh network traffic matrix; only less than 25% of the total traffic was accommodated even 
though the ring utilization was as high as 90%. Since the objective is to ensure that all traffic was 
accommodated ONLY in the ring network, the author stacked the rings with a set of STMA rings 
until all the traffic is completely acconunodated in the network. The simulation, computational 
and analytical results are as shown below whereas this configuration is set as the worst case 
scenario . 
The figure above illustrates a scenario when two access rings are merged. The total ring 
capacity is less than the comrnon bandwidth capacity as previously stated. The traffic was routed 
under the same constraints as above and the numerical data were collected as before. The ,!!Oal is 
to compare me result in subsequem scenarios to the worst case scenario such that rhe validiry of 
hVDothesis 1 as stated in subsection lA.1 mav be tesred. 
, , 
In a similar manner. simulations w ere run on the network S hOWll in scenario 3-5 and the 
result is also shown and discussed in chapter .5 . 
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<> MSSP <> MSPP 
Fi!!Ure 4.3: Scenario 1: A network of 12 nodes and 5 rin2s 
<> MSSP <> MSPP 
Fi!mre 4.4: Scenario 2: A network of 12 nodes and 4 rin2s 
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<> MSSP 
Core 
Ring 
02 
rung 2 
10 
<> MSPP 
03 
:Fieure 4.5: Scenario 3: A network of 12 nodes and 3 rines 
01 
Core Ring 
03 
07 
<> MSSP <> MSPP 
}'ieure 4.6: Scenario 4: A network of 12 nodes and 3 rines 
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5 Simulation results & Analysis 
This chapter discusses the relevance of the proposed DRR algorithm to solving the ring 
assignment problem as described in chapter 4 in terms of network cost and capacity. In order to 
further assess the perfomlance of the design, the result of the differential delays among the 
members of the virtually concatenated group is included. In this case, only the bit rates of the 
traffic matrix was changed to equivalent concatenated bit rates, while every other parameters and 
network operation remained the same as before. 
The chapter is ended with an erudite analysis of the results. 
5.1 Simulation Testbed 
A functional algorithm simulation technique was used to develop functional algorithm 
simulation testbed (FAST) in OPNET WDMguru tool for predicting the computation and 
communication characteristics of the DRR heuristic algorithnl. 
The information derived with FAST was used to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithm. It is important that we point out that the testbed does not simulate every single 
instruction, but only procedure (i.e. Dimensioning, Routing and Ringassignment; DRR) calls that 
would be performed in a real life execution. It relies on knowledge of algorithm under 
investigation and data-structures it constructs when provided with some specific set of input data. 
Interested readers could check [21], [22] and [23] for more information on the application of this 
technique. 
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5.1.1 Setup of simulation 
The author employed two different input traffic types for these simulations. One 
corresponds to an approximately uniform traffic distribution as in Table 3.1, and the other 
corresponds to non-uniform traffic distributions as shown in Table 5.1. (typically real-life 
traffic). 
In both cases, the traffic demand was set and the rings are created in the network. During 
the ring creation process, the ring parameters comprising the type, bit rates, protection type and 
disjointedness are set. It was ensured that all nodes are disjointed and the links are only disjointed 
at the OTS layer. 
In addition to the traffic types, three algorithmic parameters were specified at the input of 
the simulation testbed: one is the number of rings a solution is sought, the network configuration; 
and the third is the capacity of each of the rings- here, the size of the rings was set to STM-4. By 
setting up the capacity as STM-4, it guarantees that 100% of the ring capacity will be used in 
both the uniform and non-uniform traffic distributions before performing any network 
operations; and at the same time, ensures that the common bandwidth capacity is greater than 
those of the access and federal rings as hypothesised. Please see a detailed computational data in 
appendix A.I. 
The network configuration is done such that the routing method selected controls how the 
algorithm will calculate the paths transverse by the traffic over the rings. In this particular case, 
the algorithm was set to optimise the network traffic over all rings. The consequent of this is that 
the bandwidth request between the nodes on the same ring plus the total bandwidth request 
between these nodes and the nodes assigned to other rings will be equivalent to the total traffic 
over all rings9. 
9 see section 5.2.1 
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For a network of seven rings under uniform load traffic, all the network nodes are 
configured. Firstly, nodes 04 and 05 are configured as MSSP because these nodes are each 
associated with 3 or 4 distinct rings. While node 00, 01, 02, 06, 07, 10, and 11 are configured as 
ADM plus DXC because they are also associated with ONLY 2 rings, and nodes 03, 08 and 09 
are associated with only 1 ring and are therefore configured as ADM back-to-back. In a similar 
manner, networks of six, five, four, three and two rings are configured in the same way as 
discussed below. 
For a network of six rings under uniform load traffic, nodes 04 and 05 are configured as 
MSSP, nodes 00, 01, 02, 06, 07 and 11 are configured as ADM plus DXC, and finally nodes 03, 
08, 09, 10 are also configured as ADM back-to-back. 
In a network of five rings under uniform load traffic, the nodes configuration is also done 
as follows: Nodes 04 and 05 are configured as MSSP, nodes 01, 02, 06, 07, 11 are ADM plus 
DXC, while nodes 00, 03, 08, 09, 10 are ADM back-to-back. 
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Table 5.1: Traffic matrix for Non uniform traffic demand 
Nodes NodeO Node I Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 NodeS Node9 NodelO Nadell 
I NudeO - 4 6 2 6 6 5 5 4 6 :: 2 
I Nodel 4 - 3 4 3 3 :: 4 4 3 3 6 
i Node2 6 3 - 4 5 4 4 3 3 5 2 4 
Node3 2 4 4 3 3 5 6 4 4 6 2 
:--lode4 6 3 5 3 - 6 5 3 4 5 5 6 
Nude5 6 3 4 3 6 3 3 5 5 4 6 
Node6 5 :: 4 5 5 3 - 4 4 4 6 5 
i Node7 5 4 3 6 3 3 4 - 3 6 5 3 
I Node8 i 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 3 2 :: 4 
I Node9 ! 5 
i 
6 3 5 4 5 4 6 2 - 5 3 
I NodelO 2 3 2 6 5 4 6 5 2 5 2 
:';ode11 2 6 4 2 6 6 5 3 4 3 2 
-
The same procedure is used to configure all the nodes for the di fferent network under 
non-uniform traffic as discussed below: 
\Vben the number of rings is seven, nodes 04 and 05 are configured as MSSP, while 
nodes 00,01,02,06,07, 10 and 11 are configured as ADM plus DXC, and nodes 03, 08, 09 and 
10 are configured as ADM back-to-back 
Also for a network of six rings, nodes 4 and 5 are configured as MSSP, and nodes 00, 01, 
02, 06, 07, 11 are configured as ADM plus DXC, while nodes 03, 08, 09, and 10 are configured 
as ADM back-to-back 
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In a similar manner, for a network of five rings, nodes 04 and 05 are configured as MSSP, 
nodes 00,01,02,06 and 11 are configured as ADM plus DXC, and nodes 03, 07, 08, 09 and 10 
are configured as ADM back-to-back. 
A complete table of network configuration is available in appendix B.l. 
5.2 Result & Analysis 
In this section the author discusses the results obtained when the DRR heuristic algorithm 
was run on both unifonn and non-unifonn traffic using OPNET simulation tool. The goal of this 
simulation was to investigate perfonnance of the algorithm in finding a solution under different 
traffic scenario. 
5.2.1 Capacity instance 
From the figure above, it is assumed that the traffic originated from node "a", and flows 
clockwise to a destination node "e". If dbc is associated with edges "b" and "c" , dcd is associated 
with edges "c" and "d" and if dde is as well associated with edges "d" and "e", then the total 
demand in ring a-b-c-d when node "b" sends traffic to an external node "e" is given as: 
dbc + ded + dde (5.1) 
where dde is the demand between nodes in the access ring and those assigned to node in 
other ring. Strictly, this must be less than the common capacity bandwidth B as stated above. 
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a 
c 
b 
eo 
Figure 5.1: Illustration of traffic demand distributions between access and federal rings 
The simulation result in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the capability of the newly 
proposed DRR algorithm to return a solution in a ring assignment problem with the ultimate goal 
of reduced network cost. Figure 5.2 shows an instance where the algorithm is applied on two 
different network configurations with uniform and non-uniform traffic. In both cases, an optimal 
solution that satisfies all the defined optical constraints was obtained at a point "Z" = (4, 98.9). 
Here the number ofrings in the network is 4, and the percentage routed traffic is 98.9. 
For the uniform traffic instance, the graph could be divided into two distinct parts. The 
first part is the linear region where the number of ring and total traffic capacity carried therein is 
directly proportional to the percentage of traffic routed in the network. 
The second part is depicted with a region that is almost nearly parallel to the horizontal 
axis (the "No of Rings" axis). At the point of discontinuity of the two parts are the optimal 
solution, and any attempt to dimension the network to admit more traffic in the network beyond 
the critical point will yield little or no effect on the overall percentage of routed traffic in the 
network. 
Non-uniform traffic that constitute the bursty data traffic and are unpredictably erratic in 
characteristic as shown in the second graph ("Non-uniform traffic"). However, it was still 
possible for our algorithm to return a solution at almost the same point as in the case of uniform 
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tramc W1der the same optical constraints. Regrettablv. the algorithm breakdown at any other 
point outside this critical point. and may be possibly due to non-deterministic nature of the data 
tramc. Adaotation of the algorithm to such a scenario is lett as an open issue to be considered in 
No of Rinos vs_ ok Routed traffic 
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Fieure 5.2: Illustrates the use of DDR aleorithm to solve rine assienment problem 
Furthermore. the etlectiyeness of the algorithm to return a solution was tested on tour 
difterent networks of the same tramc types (all unitorm). The networks were randomly 
configured from the same parent network using the same sets of rules as specified in the 
alg.orithm tor only the unitorm traftic demand. The simulation ,,,'as run at succession and the 
results are collated tor analysis. 
A similar trend in the resu lt fo r ail the diner-em networks '.va<; noti ced: therei n the 
alg.oriLh.m returns an optimal solution aI nearly the same ooim. 
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Testing DDR algorithm on different networks configuration 
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Figure 5.3: Testing DDR algorithm for all-uniform traffic in different networks 
Figure 5.3 depicts the percentage routed traffic demand that corresponds to the four 
investigated networks as a function of number of stacked rings. Each of the rings (2 to 7) as 
shown compose of a number of stacked rings just sufficient enough to allow all the requested 
traftic demand to be completely routed in the each network. The % routed traffic increases 
linearly as the number of rin!;!s increases only to the maximum point. and then remained constant. 
At the P0L.ru: of optL.'11ai solution. a!! the soeciiied optical consrraims are satisfied. and any 
increase in number of rlll!!S beyond this optimum value will have liuie or no etten on LI-}e tOtal 
amowu ofIruific admitted to the nenvork. This shows that tll DDR a!!!orithm is '\vell-behaved" 
:.l 'd therefore suitable for tin im! a solution 1O a rilH.~ assif!l1l1lem Droblem Wider wuform uattie 
" solution whereby tIC nu nber of ri E!S = -+ i: a milumwn solution thm satisfies all tll,.; 
requirements and is therefore chosen as the OptimWll solution. Cicarly. neither .2 no ' .3 rim!.:: are 
tCasiblc su.utiOll an arc therefor:: reiected as can i ale solutions. HOWeYCL illlY nwnber of rin!!:> 
!!rcmcr than -+. thou¥il i.:: equallY a so!mion but wili as \-vel incur !u!..!h nctwuk cost uS s!iov,,'n in 
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'unhcr a11alYsis of the optimwn solution conducted in order to tesT the yalidity of 
11\-DOlilcsis 1 as it \~-as slated ill subsection 1.4.1 5110\\-5 t11J1 nO!le of Ihe access rlllgs .. includini! 
the !Cdem! rim! has its Dand,·vidth !Ircmer than the common c~lDaeity bandwidth E. 
It is c.:pected thm normalised nen·york cost ::hould mcrease £lS the Hwn Der of 
interconnected rin!Is increase. 
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Figure SA: Comparing mode! network solution to original network in tenus of network cost 
Tile network COSt compares favomablv \\'ithin the domain of feasible solution i.e. \':"hen 
the number of rin!Is is between 7 and 4. and divenres a:: it 1110yes dO'vvn the cmye wnil the 
nwnber of rin!Is is 2. The diff.:::rence in net\.\/ork COSt bet\A/cen the n",'o nenvorks in the rerrion of 
feasible solution:: {4- and 7 rin~sl is less than .s?iQ when the tora! nwnber of stacked ri112.S is 
between 80 and 94 resDectivcly. The difference is well above .sma in the rc rrion where our 
al!Iorithm failed to find a ~uitabk solution that satisfy all the !2.ivcn constraints i.e. ben:veen 40 
and 79 smcked rin~s corrcsDondin!2. to .2 and 4 rin!2.s rcsDectiycly before SIackil1!2. . 
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5.2.3 Differential delay 
The aim of this test is to determine the end-to-end differential delay in our model network 
and verify that it lies within the service level agreement. The approach used is to setup a diverse 
path in such a way the value of the differential delay can be estimated from the link delay. Link 
delay is typically composed of two components: the fiber propagation delay and the equipment 
processing delay. The simulator was configured for various values of these two parameters in 
order to have a good approximation of the link delay and consequently calculate the differential 
delay. The values are carefully chosen in such a way as to stay within the limit of the service 
level agreement as indicated in the design requirements. The task of the algorithm is to search for 
an optimum solution by setting the original network as the input while it iterate until a solution is 
sought. If the algorithm is able to return a solution that corresponds to that obtained in Figures 
5.2 and 5.3 above with the value of the differential delay equal to the service level agreement as 
specified; then the solution is considered absolute. 
5.2.3.1 Setting up the Simulation Tesbed for Differential Delay Estimation 
For simplicity, only a pair of ingress-egress node was shown. In the real implementation 
one would randomly select any node pair within our network of 12 nodes to measure the fiber 
link delay. At every instance, only the source and destination node pair shall be virtual 
concatenation enabled. In order to create differential delay routing problem, the network traffic 
demands bandwidth is chosen to be greater than link capacities such that the traffic from the 
source node will be forced to transverse multiple paths. 
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Propagation Delay 
Differential Delay 
Figure 5.5: Modeling differential delay problem [Adapted from [25]] 
It is important to note that the intricacy of any differential delay algorithm lies in its 
ability to find the maximum number of diverse paths to route the traffic while also keeping the 
delay value to a minimum. The greater the value of differential delay the bigger the size of the 
buffer memory reserved in the node. These two parameters are contrasting; the more the number 
of diverse paths, the lesser the time taken for the traffic to be completely routed; and the greater 
the differential delay among the virtual concatenated group. 
5.2.3.2 Delay settings and Analysis 
Recall that in section 2.2, it was mentioned that analytically, delay in optical network can 
be classified into three: serialisation, network element processing and propagation delay. Setting 
the delay figure in our simulator in such that both serialisation delay and network element are 
grouped together and named DeL processing delay was done first. According to the ITU-
TG.series specifications, signal must ingress and egress an optical network elements within 0.45 
ms and depending on the number of elements on its way to its destination, the total network 
elements processing delay is given as: NE processing delay = Total number ofNEs on the paths * 
0.45 ms. Also, note that in the users' requirements in section 1.2.2 that the user would be required 
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to use an Ethernet services on E 1 equipment interface. With this in mind, the serialisation delay 
is also calculated thus: 
Ethernet_ frame_size IInterface _bits Jates = serialisation _delay 
(1500*8 bitslbyte)1 (1.544 Mbps) 7.8 ms 
The next tasks is to set the DCL processing delay to (7.8 + ,B * 0.45) ms, where ,B 
represents the number of network elements in the path of the signal. 
In a similar manner, the propagation delay value was also set to 0.005 ms/km. Details of 
how this was calculated is described in appendix C.l. Intuitively, nodes "00" and "11" were 
selected as our source and destination nodes respectively, and both are virtually concatenated 
enabled while all other nodes are not; they are configured as ADM only. 
In order that traffic may be routed independently, three different routes from the source to 
the destination nodes as shown were selected as shown below: 
Route "A" 00-04-08-09-10 
Route "B" 00-04-08-09--05--06-10-11 
Route "C" 00-04-08--09-10-06-02-03-07-11 
Each of these routes has a hop counts ,B as 5, 7 and 9 respectively, and the average cost 
of proposed algorithm finding an optimum solution on each of these routes are given as shown in 
Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Estimation of end-to-end delay 
No of hops (Counts) 5 7 9 
Delay (rus) 9.50 12.42 16.48 
Average cost of solution 5.05 7.05 9.05 
In Table 5.2 above, total estimate of end-end-delay in model network (a network that has 
optimum solution) is 16.48 ms, and this satisfies the initial SLA agreement of 25 ms that must 
not be exceeded. In fact, the table shows that model network has spare capacity and is therefore 
capable of accommodating extra 2-4 intermediate nodes without any breach of service level 
aereement. 
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Fil:mre 5.6: Testinf! the performance of the oroposed alf!orithm usinf! differential delav 
Fi!2ure 5.6 above further assert that our al!2orithm is not iust able to find a solution but the 
one that satisfies a service level af!reement of 25 ms as !2iven in the user requirements. The 
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average cost of solution at the maximum differential delay is 9.05 units when the number of 
diverse paths is only 5. This implies that the network solution can still support more diversely 
routed traffic without violating the end-to-end delay requirements of users' applications. 
Conversely, the average cost of solution in our original network is higher for almost the 
same value of differential delay as in our model network, and no feasible solution that satisfies 
the delay requirements outside the range was identified. This is the motivation for this 
experimental analysis. 
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6 Conclusion and future work 
An alternative approach based on Constraints Satisfaction Programming (CSP) 
technology to solve ring assignment problem in multiservice, multiple constraints SDH optical 
networks design has been discussed. In this work, a heuristic algorithm was developed using the 
CSP technology to search for a network topology that provides an optimum solution in a wide 
area network (WAN). The solution does not only provide a low-cost design but also satisfies all 
constraints defined as users' and network requirements. In the past, almost all the algorithm used 
to solve such problem was based on the relatively complex, and computationally intensive 
Integer linear programming (ILP). This new proposed algorithm is mathematically less-
cumbersome, has faster running time, and can handle multiple constraints in parallel as compared 
to ILP. This algorithm was tested by considering a hypothetical optical design case study of 
Bellville area in Cape Town. The goal of this design exercise is to generate network capacity and 
delay constraints value to be used as data inputs to the algorithm. 
The study commences by extracting the generic constraints from the given users' and 
network requirements. Implied constraints were also generated, and together they form a set of 
inputs data to the proposed algorithm. The algorithm treated the network design process as graph 
partitioning problem and therefore attempts to find an optimal solution through searching 
method. In this process, procedure calls like ring assignment, network dimensioning and traffic 
routing were initiated. The call that returns a solution with minimum network cost, and that also 
satisfy the underlying constraints is chosen and considered optimum. The implementation of this 
algorithm was done in OPNET network simulator, returns a solution with a network of lower 
number of rings for both uniform and non-uniform traffic conditions. It also satisfies almost aU 
the constraints without violating the end-to end service level agreement (SLA). 
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The well considered opinion of the author is that, special nodes assigned to federal ring 
that interconnects the access rings playa major role in the estimation of the cost of optical 
network design, and are relatively more expensive. Minimising the number of such nodes 
installed on the ring is a major issue addressed by the ring assignment problem that was geared 
towards improving the capacity of the network. The available options are whether to stack the 
ring with rings of the same size to accommodate more traffic or to increase the bit rates of the 
existing rings. After testing our algorithm under both conditions, it was deduce that the 
percentage routed traffic is higher in the latter than the former, and a lower network cost is 
incurred. Also, optical network system design with such concept often perfomls better in terms 
of support for greater value of differential delay among members of diversely routed traffic. 
Even though, it is clear that the scheme is sufficient for finding solution(s) with minimal 
network cost, its efficiency is yet to determine in terms of CPU time. The major problem lies in 
the difficulty of automating the process of transforming the constraints specifications to the 
format that could be easily represented in the supported programming language (CSP). There is 
currently an ongoing research in this area. 
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Appendix A 
Simulation Data 
A.1 Capacity and Network cost 
Network topology is often dimensioned according to the specific traffic matrix. The process of 
dimensioning increases the capacity of the network, and it is done at the network layer. Using the 
simulation tool, the required node and link equipment to support at the given traffic matrix can 
be installed directly. Throughout the simulation process, all dimensioning operation is done 
ONl Y at the Digital Channel Layer (DCl layer) of the network layer. The following algorithm 
options are available: 
~ Shortest path. This algorithm dimensions the network using lowest-cost routes for each 
connection. 
~ Heuristic algorithm. This algorithm dimensions the network usmg shortest-path 
algorithm, and includes an additional optimization steps. 
~ Diverse-route dimensioning. This option is available when unprotected dimensioning is 
selected. The diverse route ensures that if there is a failure, each node is remains as 
reachable as possible. 
Network cost is obtained from link cost and node cost (hardware cost). The cost of the link is 
determined based on the proportional relationship to the physical distance between any two 
locations. While node cost may be fixed or variable. In this design; however, a fixed node cost is 
considered throughout in this design. The objective function is to dimension a network with a 
minimum network throughput. 
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The output data may be one or more of the following: (1) a set of connections in each network 
layer, (2) a list of switch facilities, (3) overall performance analyses, and (4) a total of 
network cost. In this case output data (4) is the data under investigation. 
Fig A.I: Measurement value 
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A.2 Overview of utilization links per layer in model solution 
I Link utilization , 
ILayer Number of Links Between 100 and 90'1'. Eletween 75 and 0% used capacity Total Capacity Utilization (%)~Unit 
,OTS 15 15 0 0 750 1 I Fiber pairs 
OMS 15 0: 0 15 750 2.27 Fiber pairs 
,OCH 15 3 0 12 680 72.06 Wwavelengths! 
rDCl 15 8 4 3 948 79.11 STM·1 Units 
I 
I 
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Appendix B 
Network configuration 
Because we are designing at the network layer, our focus is on network design rather than 
hardware design. The difference between the two is that hardware configuration design simply is 
a "post-design" design step in network design flow. In our case, hardware design is only done 
after routing and dimensioning operations. In this case, all the traffic must have been routed and 
sufficient network capacity has been added. 
The following are deeisions made prior to network configuration: (1) which node type is 
required. (2) How to route existing traffic. (3) How much traffic is required to support the traffic? 
(What line rates and bit rates to use) 
B.I Node configuration 
Two sets of nodes are chosen for network configuration, and there are three nng 
interconnection types. (1) MSSP, (2) ADM plus DXC (MSPP) (3) ADM 
The two node types are 
, MSPP 
>- DXC 
Each of them is configured with a specified number of tributary and trunk ports 
depending on the ring interconnection types chosen. 
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Nodes configuration for uniform traffic 
No of flngs=7 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings No of ri n9s-6 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings 
iNode ID Node type Inteconnection type Node ID Node type Inteconnection type 
o MSPP MSPP o MSPP MSPP 
1 MSPP MSPP 1 MSPP MSPP 
2 MSPP MSPP 2 MSPP MSPP 
3 MSPP ADM 3 MSPP ADM 
4 DXC MSSP 4 DXC MSSP 
5 DXC MSSP 5 DXC MSSP 
6 MSPP MSPP 6 MSPP MSPP 
7 MSPP MSPP 7 MSPP MSPP 
8 MSPP ADM 8 MSPP ADM 
9 MSPP ADM 9 MSPP ADM 
10 MSPP MSPP 10 MSPP MSPP 
11 DXC MSSP 11 MSPP MSPP 
No of rings=5 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings No of rings=4 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings 
NodelD Node type Inteconnection type NodelD Node type Inteconnection type 
o MSPP iMSPP 
o MSPP ADM 
1 MSPP 1 MSPP MSPP 
2 MSPP 2 DXC MSPP 
3 MSPP ADM 3 MSPP ADM 
4 DXC MSSP 4 DXC MSSP 
! 5DXC MSSP 5 DXC MSSP 
6 MSPP MSPP 6 MSPP MSPP 
7 MSPP MSPP 7 MSPP ADM = 8 MSPP ADM 8 MSPP ADM 
9 MSPP ADM 9 MSPP ADM 
10 MSPP MSPP 10 MSPP ADM 
11 MSPP MSPP 11 MSPP MSPP 
No of rings=3 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings No of rings=2 Routing algorithm:Optimised over all rings 
:Node ID Node type Inteconnection type NodelD Node type Inteconnection type 
o MSPP MSPP o MSPP MSPP 
1 MSPP ADM 1 MSPP ADM 
2 DXC MSPP 2 DXC ADM 
3 MSPP ADM 3 MSPP ADM 
4 DXC MSPP 4DXC MSPP 
5 DXC MSSP 5 DXC MSPP 
6 MSPP ADM 6 MSPP ADM 
7 MSPP ADM 7 MSPP ADM 
8 MSPP ADM 8 MSPP ADM 
9 MSPP ADM 9 MSPP ADM 
10 MSPP ADM 10 MSPP ADM 
11 MSPP ADM 11 MSPP ADM 
B.2 Link configuration 
Within WDMGuru simulation tool, a network may be designed for a specific WDM line system 
type (LS type) or a combination of different LS types. WDM Guru has an internal set of LS 
models and design algorithm that can select the lowest-cost LS type according to the cost factors 
and traffic requirements on a link. 
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At the Digital Channel Layer DCL level, the link is divided into timeslots, which can either be 
configured for working path or protection path or both. All links are specified in terms of Bit 
Rate, capacity of the link, supporting Line System, the rings on which is deployed and ring type. 
In the case of the model network solution (network of four rings), the bit rate is STM-4, link 
capacity is 2, supporting Line system is LH 40-WDM, and the Ring type is 2F-MSSPRing. 
Appendix C 
Formulae & Calculations 
C.I calculating propagation delay 
Propagation delay is introduced due to the finite speed of light and the laws of physics. 
Propagation delay introduces asymmetrical delay in large BLSRlSNCP rings and must be taken 
into consideration during optical network design. The nominal velocity of propagation (NVP) is 
defined as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the refractive index of the material. The 
value of c is a constant fixed at 300,000 km/seconds. The refractive index for single is 1.5. 
NVP = c /refractive index of fiber 
The NVP for SMF can be calculated as follows: 
NVP = (300,000 kmlseconds)/(1.5)= 200,000 km/sec 
The inverse of this equation results in the propagation delay of SMF at 0.005 ms/km. This 
means the propagation delay of Single Mode Fiber SMF in milliseconds can be calculated as 
follows: 
Propagation delay= Fiber length (km) * 0.005 ms/km 
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